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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let .%? be a Hilbert space over the field of complex numbers, 
&“J (1 < q < co) be the Cartesian product of Z with itself q times. If X, Y 
are in sq and A, B are q x q matrices with complex entries then AX + BY 
is in .Z?q. For X, Y in .%?q, we define the Gramian of X and Y by 
(X3 Y) = [hi 3 Yi)l, 1 < i, j Q 4, 
where (xt , Y,) is the inner product of xc , y$ in s. In .#‘q we define the inner 
product and norm by 
(W, Y)) = WC Y), II X II = tr(K X), tr = trace. 
It is known that with this inner product Zq becomes a Hilbert space 
{cf. [l, Section 51). 
Let Xk be an element of %Q for each lattice point K in .P {.P denotes the 
set of all latice points in the m-dimensional Euclidean space P}. We say that 
Xk is a q-variate homogeneous random field over Zm if for all lattice points m, 
n and k we have 
&+lc 3 Xn+k) = Pm 9 xl>. (1) 
In this case we define 
Rk = (X, , X,). (2) 
It is known {cf. [2, Section 2]} that RI, can be written in the form 
277 Rx=hL s i 2n e-i(k,l) dF(x), 
m 
(3) 
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where (A, CC) = CL1 k. ,x, and, dF(x) is a nonnegative hermitian q x q 
matrix-valued measure defined on the Bore1 subsets of the m-dimensional 
torus 
T, = {x : x = (xi);& , 0 < xi < 2~ and 1 < i < m}. 
The following prediction theorem has been solved by H. Helson and 
D. Lowdenslager {cf. [3, Section 21). 
1.1. THEOREM. Let S be a half plane of lattice points in R2 and let p be a 
jkite nonnegative measure on the 2-dimensional torus T, . Let p have Lebesgue 
decomposition 
dp = w(eix, eif’) da + dps(x, y), 
where w is nonnegative and summable for the measure do = dx dy/43, and ps 
is singular with respect to da. Then 
exp Is 
log w da = i;f 
1 s I 1 - P I2 dp, i-2 T2 
(4) 
where P ranges over jinite sums of the form 
p(edx, ,iY) = c am,ne-ihJm+nY). 
S 
Now if X,, is a univariate homogeneous random field over 22 with the 
correlation function R,, and spectral distribution function F defined on the 
2-dimensional torus T2 it easily follows from Theorem I. 1 (4) that 
where C annLn is a finite summand and S, as before, is a half-plane. 
In this paper we propose to obtain results similar to (5) for the case that Xk 
is a q-variate (1 < q < co) homogeneous random field over Z*, (1 < m < co) 
and S is a subset of 2” whose complement in 2” is bounded. These generalize 
the results given in [4, Section lo] and [5] concerning the interpolation of a 
q-variate stationary stochastic process and in particular when the complement 
of S consists of only a single point it gives rise to an extension of Kolmogorov’s 
result {cf. [6, Theorem 24]}, Masani’s result {cf. [7, Section 21) on minimality 
of a stationary stochastic process. 
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2. PRELIMINARIES 
Let {X, , k E P} be an Zq-valued homogeneous random field over 2”. 
We will denote its correlation matrix-valued function by R which is defined 
on 2”. Its spectral distribution p x p matrix-valued function F is defined 
on the m-dimensional torus T, . F induces a unique nonnegative hermitian 
Q x q matrix-valued measure which is defined on 9 the Bore1 family of 
subsets of the m-dimensional torus T, . We will also denote this measure by F. 
The proof of the following theorem is immediate from the results given in 
[8, Section 31. 
2.1. THEOREM. Let T, , S?‘, F be defined as before. Then L,(T;, ,a, F) the 
set of all p x q matrix-valued 9 for which the integral 
s @ dF@* (* = conjugation), Tfll 
exists is a Hilbert space under the inner product 
((% y>)F = tr(% y)F , (‘% y)F = (&-)m j, * dFy*; 
(b) the mapping V : e-i(k~s)I + X, {I is the identity matrix} is an isometry 
between L,(T, ,a, F) and the closed subspace Y{X, , k E Zm} C x9, and this 
isometry is onto. 
For any matrix G, we write G- for the generalized inverse of G {cf. [9]}. 
If p is a u-finite nonnegative real-valued measure on cZY with respect to 
(w.r.t.) which F is absolutely continuous (a.c.), then it easily follows that 
(dF/dp)- is a @-measurable matrix-valued function. 
The following lemma was proved in [lo] and is stated here for completeness. 
2.2. LEMMA. Let (i) M and N be p x q matrix-valued measures on 99. 
(ii) p and v be u-Jinite nonnegative real-valued measures on 99 w.r.t. which M, N 
and F are a.c. Then 
(4 j,$ ($-)- (F)* du exists 
S,? ($-)- ($J-)* dv exists 
(b) If these integrals exist, they are equal. 
Thus the following definition makes sense. 
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DEFINITION. Let M, N, F and p be as in the previous lemma. Then 
(a) We say that (M, N) is Hellinger integrable w.r.t. F iff 
jTmT (gr (F)* dp exists. 
We write 
(b) H,( T, , a’, F) is the class of all p x q matrix-valued measures M on 
SY for which ST, (dM dM*)/dF exist. 
The following theorem is proved in [IO]. 
2.4. THEOREM. Let H2(Tm , g, F) be as before. Then 
(a) M, F EH~( T, ,8, F) and A, B matrices * AM + BN E H,( T, , a’, F). 
(b) M, N EH~( T, , B, F) => (M, N) is Hellinger-integrable w.r.t. F. 
(c) H2(T, , a, F) is a Hilbert space under the inner product tr(M, N)v . 
3. INTERPOLATION OF HOMOGENEOUS RANDOM FIELDS 
Let {X, , K E .P> be a q-variate homogeneous random field over Zm. 
T, , G? and F will be as before. Let K be any bounded subset of .P. K’ will 
denote the complement of K in .P. AK and J?& will denote the (closed) 
subspaces spanned by XI,, K E K and Xk , k E K’, respectively, i.e., 
AK = 9’{Xk, k E K} and J&J = Y(Xk, kEK’}. &a will denote 
sp(Xk, k E Zm} and finally xK will denote JZE n J%&, where J%& denote 
the orthogonal complement of J&j in the fixed Hilbert space SPQ containing 
the homogeneous random field X, . 
3.1. DEFINITION. We say that 
(a) K is interpolable w.r.t. {X, , k E .P} if & = (0). 
(b) {X, , k E P} is interpolable if each bounded subset K of 2”” is 
interpolable w.r.t. {X, , k E P}. 
(c) {X, , k E .P} is minimal of for each k E P, {k} is not interpolable 
w.r.t. (X, , k E Zm}. 
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IfXE&,then(X,Xti) =Of or all k E K’. Thus the following definition 
makes sense. 
3.2. DEFINITION. (a) For each X E .& and each eie E T,,& , we define 
Px on T,,, by 
Px(eie) = C (X, X,) e-i(k*e). 
(b) We define the operator TK on Ju;, into H,(T, , GY, F) as follows: 
for each X E NK 
T,X=M,, 
where for any trig-polynomial P with matrix coefficients the measure Mp 
on S? is given by M,(B) = sB P(eie) dl?. 
The operator TK has the following interesting properties. 
3.3. THEOREM. (a) Let X E JK and Y be in Ls(T,,, ,a, F) such that 
V\Y = X, where V is the isomorphism on L,(T, , a’, F) onto &,, {cf. Theorem 
2.1(b)}. Then for each 23 ~a, Mpx(B) = JB Y dF. 
(b) TK is an isometry on Jvk into H,( T, , a, F). 
In fact for all X and Y in N. 
(X, Y> = P’gX, “Wh. 
(c) The range of TK is a closed subspace of the Hilbert space Hs(T, , 9, F). 
PROOF. (a) Let Y E L,(T, , S?‘, F) and X = VY. Then {cf. [S, p. 2971) 
(X, X,) = (Y, e-i(WQ = (&,” 1, Y dFe”(“*s) d0. (1) 
Also by definition of Mpx , 
= (+-r j, jz:X, &) e-i(n@i\ eitkge) de 
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By (1) and (2), the measures sB Y dF and sB Px(e@) d0 have the same Fourier 
coefficients and hence for each B ~93 
M,,(B) = f I dF. 
B 
(b) Let X and Y be in NK, and let @ and Y be in L,( T, , G?‘, F) such that 
V@ = X and V@ = Y. Then by [lo, Theorem I] 
VA Ti& = (a, vu>, . (3) 
Also {cf. [S, p. 2971) 
(X, y> = (a, ‘u), * (4) 
From (3) and (4), (b) follows. 
(c) Since NK is a closed subspace and since by (b) TK is an isometry on 
JtrK into H,(Tm , a, F), therefore the range of TK is a closed subspace of 
I-UT, , a, F). (Q.E.D.) 
3.4. LEMMA. Let X EM, n .A$. Then 
TKX = T,X. 
PROOF. It is clear that J& n JlrL = N&,. Hence T,X = TKnLX = TLX. 
(Q.E.D.) 
Making use of this lemma, TK’s may be sewed to introduce a well-defined 
operators T. This done in the following theorem. 
3.5. THEOREM. Let Jlr = u Jv;, , where K is a bounded set in P. DeJne 
the operator T on Jlr by 
TX=T,X if XEJYk. 
Then 
(a) N is a linear manifold in de , i.e., 
X,YEdv and A, B matrices * AX + BY E N. 
(b) T is a single-valued linear operator on M, i.e., if X, Y E A’” and A, B 
are matrices, then 
T(AX + BY) = ATX + BTY. 
(c) T is an isometry on JV into H,( T,,, ,9, F). In fact for X, Y E JV, 
(X, w = 0-x l-v, . 
(d) The range of T consists of all matrix-valued measures Mp for which the 
Hellinger integrals ST, (dl& dMp*)/dF exist, where P is a polynomial with 
matrix coe@&nts and Mr, is related to P as in DeJinition 3.2(b). 
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PROOF. (a) follows from the fact that A$ u .& C A&. (b) and (c) 
are consequences of Theorem 3.3(b) and Lemma 3.4. (d) Let X E J. Then 
X E A$ for some I% It then follows from the definition of T that 
TX=TKX=Mp,. 
By (1) and (c) it follows that (X, X) = (Mpx , M,x), and hence (M+ , M,,) 
is Hellinger integrable w.r.t. F. 
Conversely let Mp be a matrix-valued measure such that JT, (dM, dM$)/dF 
exists, where for each B ~22 
Then {cf. [lo, Theorem l]> @ = (dM&$) (dF/&)- E Ls( Z’, , g, F), where 
p is any u-finite nonnegative real-valued measure w.r.t. which Ivr, and F are 
a.c. If X EJ& such that V& = X, where V is as in Theorem 3.3, then 
{cf. [8, p. 2971 and [lo, Theorem 111 
(x, xk) = (a, e-i(kte))p 
T7ll 
&k,8) ‘3 dp 
ei(k,e) dMp 
=* 
,itk,e)p(,ie) & 
=* 
But 
Px(ete) = C (X, X,) e-i(kpe), 
By’(2) and (3) we have that - 
P(eie) = Px(eie). 
(3) 
It is clear that Mp = Mpx and the result follows. (Q.E.D.) 
We are now ready to give a characterization for the interpolability of a 
homogeneous random field. 
3.6. THEOREM. The q-vmiate homogeneous random field {X, , k E Zm} is 
interpolable zjf for any matrix-valued function P for which Mp is not a null 
point in H,(T, , a, F), (Mp , Mp) is not Hellinger-integrable w.r.t. F. 
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PROOF. (-G=) If K is any bounded subset of .P, it is a consequence of 
Theorem 3.5(d) that Jr/-, = (0). Hence by Definition 3.1(a) K is interpolable 
w.r.t. {X, , K E P}. Since K is arbitrary it follows that N = UK J$ = (0) 
so that by Definition 3.1(b), (X, , k E Zm} is interpolable. (*) It follows that 
J = (0). Hence by Theorem 3.5(d) range of T = (0). The result follows 
from Theorem 3.5(c). (Q.E.D.) 
The following theorem is a generalization of results concerning q-variate 
stationary stochastic processes {cf. [Theorem 211. 
3.1. THEOREM. Let Z, be the orthogonal projection of XI, onto the subspace 
9”‘(& , n # k}, and let YK = (X, , X& Zk , where (Z, , Z,)- is the generalizeed 
inverse of (Z, , Z,,). Then 
Go ,Z,)- = (Y,, Y,) = (&,” pg”J 
Go 2 ZCJ = [(&,” JTmdqF*]-9 
where J is the projection matrix on the subspace Vq of q-tupes of complex numbers 
onto the range of (Z, , Z,) in the priviledge basis of VP. 
(b) Pb,k~Zrn~ is minimal iff I T, d”gMJ # 0. 
(c) (Yk , k E Zm} is a q-variate homogeneous random Jield over Zm with 
the spectral distribution function 
(d) {Yk , k E Z*} and {X, , k E Zm} are biorthogonal, i.e., 
(Ym , Xn> = hn,J. 
PROOF. (a) By Theorem 2.5, (Z, , Z,) = (MzO, MrJp , where for each 
B E @I, M,,(B) = JB (Z, , Z,) de. Hence 
(Zo 9w- = (%I 3a- (Z, z,> (Z, z,>- 
= G 9 ZJ- Wz, 3 Mz,)F (Z, Z,)- 
= t&T JTmTF 
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Consequently 
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and 
From this and Definition 3.1 (c) we have (b). 
(c) Obviously {Yk , k E .P} is a q-variate homogeneous random field. 
Hence by (a) (Y, , Y,) = (Z, , Z,)- = (MJ , MJ)p . It follows that the spectral 
distribution of (Y, , k E .P) is 
1 m ‘~MJ~MJ 
( )I 5 o dl? * 
(4 wo~&)=G~w-z,~~) 
=(2,~z3~-&~&~ 
= (Z, , Zo>- (Zo 9 Z,) = J. 
For m # 0, Z, 1 9’{X,, n # m}, therefore (Y, , &) = 0. Hence 
(L , J&J = L,zJ. (Q.E.D.) 
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